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E i rd ot
Woof! Woof!...
It appears there’s a new wheeze out there
in Mountain Rescue Land. Editor asks
team member/dog handler/officer/geek to
write something for the mag. Lines of
communication fall eerily silent for a while.
Then Bringg!!! Phone rings. Inspiration! (I
can almost see the light bulb glowing at
the other end.) ‘Why don’t YOU interview
ME?!’ Great, I say, falling neatly and naively
in with their cunning trap. Let’s set it up.
And we do. And I do... except, er... hang on
a minute... doesn’t that now mean that it’s
ME writing the article not you.... ha, ha!
Gotcha!! But it’s too late. They’ve gone...

And so it came to pass...

I’m sat in a room with a dog, asking the
questions. Not just any dog, of course.
This is Mij. A Border Collie from Leyland
(originally Anglesey) who’s about to retire
from full time trailing work whilst still in her
prime. But why so soon? ‘I wanted to go
while I’m still in working order,’ says Mij.
‘Too many hang on to the bitter end. I
made it clear to Iain – that bloke on the
other end of the string – from the start. I’ll
go at ten. No later.’

Hmm, this is clearly a dog not to be
messed with. Better watch my Ps and Qs
So that’ll be it then? ‘Oh no. That’s just the
beginning. I won’t be on the call-out list but
I’ll still be putting in the hours. We need
more trailing dogs out there, those air
scenting bods have had it their own way
for toooo long! For the next couple of
years, I’ll be working with NSARDA, getting
trailing going throughout the UK, running
seminars, doing demos, making guest
appearances... you know the score.’

How does Iain feel about all this then? You
sure he isn’t looking forward to a soft spot
on the sofa, log fire burning, extra treats for
tea...? ‘Oh, don’t you worry about him... he
does as he’s told. He knows who does the
work around here. AND who calls the shots!

‘D’you know,’ she leans in conspiratorially,
‘sometimes he thinks he’s being clever –

usually when here’s lots of other dogs
around with their humans. Showing off, like
they do. Hands the bit of string to someone
else while I’m not looking – something to
do with demonstrating how it all works.
Thinks I won’t notice. Ha!

‘I stop dead in my tracks, then e-v-e-r so
slowly turn my head and shoot him ‘The
Death Stare’. He knows straight away he’s
done wrong! But I’m not one to hold a
grudge, you know... soon as that string’s
back in his hands, I’m off! It’s forgotten!’

Mij Nicholson started out in life at Border
Collie Rescue on Anglesey, one of a litter of
eight pups. It was June 2002 when she first
saw Iain and Alison walk through the door.
‘Knew from the moment I clapped eyes on
them they were the ones! Took a couple of
visits before they agreed to take me on,
and I DID have to turn on every ounce of
collie charm, but they were nice people.
They seemed to enjoy playing with me.’

Did you always know you’d be a search
dog? ‘Well I AM from sheep dog stock you
know, so maybe it WAS my destiny.
Although I had him worried on the stock
test.’ Chuckles. ‘Apparently my interest in
them wasn’t exactly the behaviour he was
looking for... we exchanged a few strong
words on that one but it’s fine now.’

So, you went home with Iain and Ali, then
what? ‘Twelve months of obedience
training for Iain under Jacquie Hall’s
supervision – have to get these young pup
handlers in line early on – and lots of games.
Then two years of hard slog before we
could grade – and even then, by the way,
we have to regrade every three years. You
have to keep on the ball with humans,
otherwise they forget stuff.’

One thing DOES intrigue me: you’re a
member of SARDA Wales. That’s quite a
way from your home in Lancashire! ‘We
just love Snowdonia! The training’s always
on a Saturday and Sunday so it fits in with
Iain’s working week – I need him and his
wheels to get there, of course. And I was
returning home really. Land of my Fathers

and all that. We met lots of new people,
made lots of new friends.’ So, d’you have a
Best Friend for Life? ‘Oh, definitely! Rolf the
Labrador! And his human, Gwen, is okay
too. Rolf and Gwen were the first trailing
team in Wales (WE were first in England!).
Rolf and I spend a lot of time, you know,
hanging out, shooting the breeze, winding
up the humans...’

But you DO have a ‘sister’, don’t you?
Plenty of playtime there too I suspect? ‘Oh
yes. Floss came along in 2005. She’s my
partner in crime! Although I did hide
upstairs for a while when she first came
along – boisterous? What?! I keep her
under control now – it IS my job, after all!
She’s busy working with Ali as an open
area dog with SARDA England but we
sometimes get to work together, sometimes
on the same shout.

How many rescues you done then? ‘Just
over 200 deployed – from Cornwall to
Cumbria. Fourteen finds – eight alive, six
dead. There’s been some good ‘uns too.
One woman – 79 she was, with dementia,
Alzheimers’, leukaemia. Very frail lady.
Missing for 24 hours. By the time we were
called, the police had been out all day and
Bolton team had been called too. I got a
scent from her house, across the road, into
some scrubland and on to this mass of
brambles with a ‘rabbit hole’ in the middle.
There was no mistaking the scent but
where was she? Then Iain shone his torch
down this hole and there was her little face
at the other end. Seems she’d burrowed
her way in. Wouldn’t have survived the night
if I hadn’t picked up that scent and
persisted with it.

‘See, that’s how we work. Give us a scent
from something the human’s touched or
worn and we can follow it till the trail runs
out. So, if someone goes missing, we can
give a sense of direction. Classic case in
the Lakes last year, when a chap went
missing up on the Kirkstone Pass. His car
was there but no sign of him and not a clue
which path he might have taken. And there
ARE a few up there. It was flippin’ cold that

night and Mr Owen really didn’t want to
have to turn out lots of team members
searching lots of areas without some more
clues, so off we went. Well, I soon picked up
the scent from the chap’s car to this one
particular path leading up Red Screes –
which meant the air scenting dogs, and the
rescue team members, knew exactly where
to start looking. We’d helped eliminate the
possible areas. In fact, it was one of my air
scenting chums who found the man.’

I have a sense Mij could talk all night about
her exploits, and deservedly so, but I’m
running out of space... so I press on... your
name: Mij. Unusual? ‘You can thank a chap
called Gavin Maxwell and his otter for that
one! They made a film out of their story
back in 1969, wa-a-y before I was born –
‘Ring of Bright Water’ – and the otter’s name
was Mijbil, shortened to Mij. Means
‘Princess’ in Arabic, apparently. Which I
think is apt, don’t you?’

No plans for a Facebook page? A lot of your
air scenting colleagues seem to be going
online with their stories and handler
pictures. ‘I WAS on Dogbook but no, not for
now. And don’t get me started on Twitter!’

Memoirs then? ‘I’ll need to speak with my
agent about that...’

Party? ‘Oh I’m sure there’ll be something
somewhere involving treats and beer and
mud! Which reminds me – my ‘find’ routine!
Find body – get cooked beef treat from
body – run off and roll in mud, the smellier
and muckier the better – back to body for
play with tug toy. They love it!’ Mmmm...
Somehow, I’m not convinced...

Fave place? ‘Loughrigg!!’

Fave food? ‘Beef, of course! Silly!!’

And so we reach the end of the interview.
Time for Iain’s lie down so they’d better get
back up the M61 to Leyland. Truly a
remarkable dog. And a first for me, I have to
say. Till next time then... Woof!

Luddite at LargeDiary anof
Loosely translated as:
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That’s me and my fave

human being, Iain.
His

missus Alison
is okay too

!
Me and Floss − that’s hergiving me a hard time!

Mud, mud, glorious mud...
This is me. And see that... THAT’smy playground...
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Q
uite a few people wonder at how we get the dogs to discriminate scent. With a
scent specific, or trailing dog, this is the key attribute we must ensure that every
dog has, as it’s the keystone to what we intend to train the dog to do. With the
work Tom Middlemas has done in the UK and Europe, changes were made to the
foundation work undertaken with the dog in an aim to develop discrimination
skills and ability at an early stage.

The early stages of a trailing dogs training are now centred on being able to discriminate different
scents from each other. What may surprise people is that these scents are not human from day one, but
the likes of olive oil, cardamon pods and various herbs, to name a few. What we’re aiming to do is to
get the dog to locate the scent it is given, and indicate.

To facilitate this, there are a number of ‘stages’ or exercises, the dog undertakes, all with a link to a
behaviour or skill we want in trailing humans later in the dog’s training. These early stages are done in
a controlled environment provided by the boxes and gauzes, where errorless learning can take place
so as not to introduce any bad habits at an early stage in the dog’s (or handler’s!) training.

So, what do we do? At the very start, we use a combination of scent discrimination and reward via
‘boxes’ over a number of training stages.
Three Tupperware-style boxes are used,
each containing the same reward but one
box with a scent on the top.  The boxes are
placed in a line five metres apart. The dog
is given the same scent from a gauze
(toothpaste would be an example) by the
handler, and the dog – on a long lead at this
stage of training – is walked up to each box
in turn until it locates the scent on the top of
the scented box and is rewarded.

SNIFF SNIFF...
EARLY
TRAINING!
IAIN NICHOLSON
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WHO YOU LEADIN’ ON? HANDLER
TRAINING WITH THE ‘BIT OF STRING’

PHOTOS: IAIN NICHOLSON 
AND DARYL GARFIELD



The idea is that, to get the reward, the box with the correct scent must be located, despite all boxes
containing a reward. It should be remembered that when discriminating, dogs must be given time to
build the mental picture of the scent in their mind, so it’s important to let the dog have three to five
seconds at each box. At the start, the fact the dog shows interest in the box is rewarded and, as the
exercises develop, an indication from the dog can be insisted upon as the game is learned and
confidence is gained.

As the dog team progresses through these early stages, the exercise develops, and a decoy scent is
placed on the two boxes that do not have the scent the dog is being asked to locate. Further progression

leads to the removal the boxes, and just having
scent on small gauzes on the ground for the dog
to find. As skills are gained, the training moves to
human scent, and people are used in place of
the boxes, with the dog discriminating and
indicating the correct person in the group from a
scent article it has been given.

Throughout these stages of the dog’s training,
the exercises reinforce and develop the dog’s
indication. This is extremely important as it is this
indication the dog will use to indicate the location
of the scent trail to the handler later in its training
and operational working.

Certainly the result of a dog undertaking this
training is that they are much more confident in
discrimination, and prove much better in later
training when trailing and following human scent.

It must be said that this article just touches on
the training exercises at a high level. There are
many pitfalls that can be easily introduced in
these exercises, and they are always taught by
an experienced trailing dog handler to ensure
the desired training objective is achieved, and
that both dog and handler are competent at each
stage before progressing to the next. �
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Fortunately, Harold Burrows,
chairman of NSARDA had a similar
view. Our first ‘trailing weekend’, in
September brought such positive
feedback, we set about organising a
trailing seminar. Our aim was to
provide an intensive week of theory
and practical skills for those interested
in actually training a scent-specific
trailing dog.

The response was phenomenal,
with every available place being
filled and most SAR dog
organisations in the UK being
represented. This was certainly a
boost for us, as it confirmed the
interest was out there for this type
of SAR dog. With the course
organised, and guest speakers for
the evening arranged, 12 February
saw people travel from all over the
UK to the first NSARDA Trailing Dog
Seminar at Bowland Pennine’s
Smelt Mill base.

Monday was day one, and a
theory day! Tom covered the
essential topics when looking at
training a trailing dog, including
early schooling, dangers in
conventional obedience, ‘odours’,

bacterial activity and properties and
the effects of time, wind, and
temperature on the trail. All were very
interactive sessions, and it opened a
new approach to dog training to many
who’d had a search dog before. The
evening presentation was by Oscar
Pet Foods, and the dog nutrition talk
generated a great deal of discussion
– especially when people found of
what may, and may not, be in their
current dog food!

Tuesday brought a rest for people’s

brains after the day of theory! Practical
sessions on how we teach dogs to
discriminate and build the indication
in the trailing dog in the early stages of
training allowed people to do some
basics with their dogs. An evening talk
by Phil O’Brien, team leader of
Bowland Pennine MRT, on the use of
trailing dogs and their many
capabilities for a search manager
brought a 
55-minute discussion, and Simon
Harris gave an excellent insight into
missing person behaviour.

Wednesday was based around
acquiring scent and working your dog
on a trailing line. There’s a lot of
‘connection’ between the dog and
handler on the line, and its important
to get the handers to experience the
feedback that occurs. Cue a practical
session, of handlers role-playing
trailing dogs and being worked on the
line! A great exercise to experience
line work – and get tied in knots! Good
debates on people’s experiences
followed this and much was learned.
An entertaining evening lecture on
dog first aid and bandaging your dog
by Clair Williams followed, with all
getting involved with dog bandaging
into the evening.

With the information gained across

the first few days, Thursday was spent
outdoors looking at how terrain affects
scent on Beacon Fell. It’s always
interesting to see the preconception
people have before, and after these
sessions once it’s seen in the
outdoors and not from books. Those
who brought their dogs had an
opportunity to work them in the
afternoon again. As it was the final
evening, we had a more relaxed
dinner and some closing words from
those involved in the course.

Friday was trailing demo day, with
Mij and Iain working a trail. The group
followed on, with Tom talking them
through all the behaviours and
methods they’d learned during the
week as Mij worked a trail through the
Trough of Bowland. Lunchtime was
the end of the course with people
travelling home to near and far.

A big thanks must go to Oscar Pet
Foods (www.oscars.co.uk) who kindly
sponsored the course, and to Pip and
Alison for the catering and looking
after everyone during the week. �I

nterest in trailing dogs has grown hugely
over the past twelve months – from SAR
organisations throughout the UK. Tom
Middlemas and I were keen to get some

form of initial training organised to ensure
handlers had the information and basic
training which would help them on the road to
training a scent discrimination dog.

SUCCESS IN 
THE LAKES
FOR SARDA ENGLAND
WAYNE THACKRAY

...so imagine our surprise this year –
nothing but blue skies and bright
sunshine! Although, the temperature
was low enough to remind us it was
still winter. Our irrepressible and ever
upbeat dogsbodies were glad of the
kind conditions.

Derwentwater Hostel was our base
as usual over the weekend of 13-15
January and what a success it was!
Three more dog teams successfully
passed their Initial Grade Assessment
tests and made it on to the call-out list.
Peter Thompson of North of Tyne MRT
graded his second dog Bess; James
Taylor-Short, a member of the
Bideford Sector Coastguard, graded
his dog Poppy; and Tony High of
Teesdale & Weardale MRT graded his
first dog, Isla.

Tony and Isla were also awarded the
Novice Shield for showing
outstanding performance during their
assessment – no mean feat, and only

the third time in ten years the shield
has been awarded. When asked to
comment, Tony was unusually stuck
for words, only managing a beaming
smile and the words, ‘Happy days’!!

Also this weekend, Karen Fisher and
Sam (also Teesdale), and Paul Taylor
and Toby (Glossop), passed their
Upgrade Assessment to become Full
Grade search and rescue dog teams. 

As is traditional, Vicky Blood of West
Mount Vets kindly helped with free
vaccinations, wormers and tick
treatments for those dogs requiring
them. Oscars Pet Foods behaviourist
and nutritionist Shelly Aspden was
amazed at the dedication of handlers
and bodies alike and was pleased to
see the Oscars sponsorship being put
to good use to save lives. Oscar Pet
Foods kindly sponsor all graded dogs
with premium foods to keep them fit
and at the top of their game.

SARDA England would like to thank

everyone involved in making the
course such a success – the staff and
new owners at Derwentwater Hostel,
the visiting assessors from our sister
associations for helping to assess,
Lake District MRSD for arranging the
availability of land and to the local
landowners for allowing us the use of
the land. And a huge thanks must, of
course, go to our dogsbodies, a
proud, dedicated, and usefully
devious bunch of people without
whom we couldn’t train our
marvellous animals in the first place.

To quote one of the handlers, ‘It’s
understandable why we endure the
trials and tribulations of search dog
training, but why our bodies and other
supporters go to such lengths to
make it all possible is less clear, until
you appreciate the collective
ownership they have of these amazing
dogs.’ Well said, Pete. �

‘It’s understandable why we handlers endure the trials and
tribulations of search dog training, but why our bodies 

and other supporters go to such lengths to make it all possible 
is less clear, until you appreciate the collective ownership.’ 

Pete Thompson, Handler
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TRAINEE TRAILING DOG DRAM GETS HIS REWARD
FROM HANDLER DARYL FOR FINDING THE BOXES 

CLOCKWISE: TONY HIGH AND ISLA WITH THE
NOVICE SHIELD; JAMES TAYLOR-SHORT AND
POPPY; KAREN FISHER WITH NEV SHARP; PAUL
TAYLOR AND TOBY; PETE THOMPSON AND
BESS PHOTOS: SARDA ENGLAND

NSARDA 
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T
he SARDA England assessment course has
been held in the Lake District for as long as
any of the current handlers and bodies can
remember. With steep rocky fellsides and
harsh winter conditions, it’s an ideal
environment for testing the abilities of

aspirant and experienced dog teams... 

TURN TO PAGE 34 FOR MORE ABOUT
OSCAR PET FOODS...


